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The Last Coyote 2003-04-29
suspended from his job with the lapd harry bosch must face the darkest parts of his past to track
down his mother s killer even if it costs him his life harry bosch s life is on the edge his
earthquake damaged home has been condemned his girlfriend has left him he s drinking too much and
after attacking his commanding officer he s even had to turn in his l a p d detective s badge now
suspended indefinitely pending a psychiatric evaluation he s spending his time investigating an
unsolved crime from 1961 the brutal slaying of a prostitute who happened to be his own mother
even after three decades harry s questions generate heat among l a s top politicos and as the
truth begins to emerge it becomes more and more apparent that someone wants to keep it buried
someone very powerful very cunning and very deadly edgar award winning author michael connelly
has created a dark fast paced suspense thriller that cuts to the core of harry bosch s character
once you start it there s no turning back

The Last Coyote 2005-12-27
harry bosch s life is on the edge his earthquake damaged home has been condemned his girlfriend
has left him he s drinking too much and after attacking his commanding officer he s even had to
turn in his l a p d detective s badge now suspended indefinitely pending a psychiatric evaluation
he s spending his time investigating an unsolved crime from 1961 the brutal slaying of a
prostitute who happened to be his own mother even after three decades harry s questions generate
heat among l a s top politicos and as the truth begins to emerge it becomes more and more
apparent that someone wants to keep it buried someone very powerful very cunning and very deadly

The Harry Bosch Novels: Volume 2 2003-11-01
the last coyote lapd homicide detective harry bosch is suspended from the force for attacking his
commanding officer unable to remain idle he investigates the long unsolved murder of a hollywood
prostitute trunk music harry returns to the force to investigate the murder of a movie producer
with mafia ties up against both the lapd s organized crime unit and the mob harry follows the
money trail to las vegas where the case becomes personal angels flight the murder of a prominent
african american attorney who made his career suing the police for racism and brutality means
that harry s friends and associates have become suspects and he must work closely with longtime
enemies suspicious of his maverick ways to investigate them together for the first time these
three chilling pulse pounding novels chart the volatile breakneck career of the sleuth the new
york post calls the quintessential mystery book hero and prove that michael connelly s harry
bosch novels are the most impressive body of work by any writer of crime thrillers now active
washington post

Last Coyote 1996-07-01
the bestselling author of the concrete blonde delivers another harry bosch book one that delves
more psychologically into bosch s past in 1961 12 year old harry lost his murder in a brutal
murder as he begins his relentless investigation harry uncovers a trail that leads upward toward
prominent people who want to protect their reputation

The Last Coyote 1996-07-01
the last coyote lapd homicide detective harry bosch is suspended from the force for attacking his
commanding officer unable to remain idle he investigates the long unsolved murder of a hollywood
prostitute trunk music harry returns to the force to investigate the murder of a movie producer
with mafia ties up against both the lapd s organized crime unit and the mob harry follows the
money trail to las vegas where the case becomes personal angels flight the murder of a prominent
african american attorney who made his career suing the police for racism and brutality means
that harry s friends and associates have become suspects and he must work closely with longtime
enemies suspicious of his maverick ways to investigate them together for the first time these
three chilling pulse pounding novels chart the volatile breakneck career of the sleuth the new
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york post calls the quintessential mystery book hero and prove that michael connelly s harry
bosch novels are the most impressive body of work by any writer of crime thrillers now active
washington post

Harry Bosch Novels, The: Volume 2 2003-11-03
presented here in one fantastic volume are books three four and five in michael connelly s
acclaimed bosch series

The Harry Bosch Novels 2008
contains three harry bosch novels the black echo a body found in a tunnel off mulholland drive
looks like a routine drugs overdose case but one new puncture wound amidst the scars of old
tracks leaves lapd detective harry bosch unconvinced to make matters worse bosch recognises the
victim billy meadows was a fellow tunnel rat in vietnam bosch believes he let down billy once
before so now he is determined to bring the killer to justice the black ice when the body of a
missing lapd narcotics officer is found rumours soon emerge that he had been selling a new drug
called black ice from mexico the lapd are quick to declare the death as a suicide but bosch is
not so sure fighting an attraction to the cop s widow bosch starts his own maverick investigation
which soon leads him over the borders and into a dangerous world of shifting identities and
deadly corruption the concrete blonde when bosch shot and killed norman church he was convinced
it marked the end of the search for one of the city s most bizarre serial killers but four years
later church s widow is taking bosch to court accusing him of killing the wrong man to make
matters worse bosch has just received a note eerily reminiscent of the ones the killer used to
taunt him with as he battles to clear his name in court bosch faces a desperate race against time
to find the killer

The Harry Bosch Mysteries 2008

The Harry Bosch Novels, Volume 2 2014-05-10
the last coyote suspended from the lapd pending psychiatric treatment bosch has time on his hands
and opens the ancient file on his mother s death he discovers that the flames of old passion don
t die they kindle fresh fires joins the top rank of a new generation of crime writers los angeles
times trunk music back on the job after an involuntary leave of absence bosch s first case is the
homicide of a hollywood producer found in the trunk of a rolls royce bound and shot in the head
was it the mafia or the irs and why is the lapd so uninterested in the case the strongest crime
series being written in america now spectator angels flight when the body of high profile black
lawyer howard elias is found on angels flight a funicular in downtown la there s not a detective
in town who wants the case as elias specialised in lawsuits alleging police brutality and every
lapd cop is a suspect and so harry bosch gets the case unputdownable is a word i rarely use but i
have to apply it to this riveting book susanna yager daily telegraph

Three Great Novels 2001
lapd detective harry bosch crosses paths with fbi profiler terry mccaleb while investigating the
murder of a hollywood actress harry bosch is up to his neck in a case that has transfixed all of
celebrity mad los angeles a movie director is charged with murdering an actress during sex and
then staging her death to make it look like a suicide bosch is both the arresting officer and the
star witness in a trial that has brought the hollywood media pack out in full throated frenzy
meanwhile terry mccaleb is enjoying an idyllic retirement on catalina island when a visit from an
old colleague brings his former world rushing back it s a murder the unreadable kind of murder he
specialized in solving back in his fbi days the investigation has stalled and the sheriff s
office is asking mccaleb to take a quick look at the murder book to see if he turns up something
they ve missed mccaleb s first reading of the crime scene leads him to look for a methodical
killer with a taste for rituals and revenge as his quick look accelerates into a full sprint
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investigation the two crimes his murdered loner and bosch s movie director begin to overlap
strangely with one unsettling revelation after another they merge becoming one impossible
terrifying case involving almost inconceivable calculation mccaleb believes he has unmasked the
most frightening killer ever to cross his sights but his investigation tangles with bosch s lines
and the two men find themselves at odds in the most dangerous investigation of their lives

A Darkness More Than Night 2001-01-23
when a body is found in a hotel room reporters are soon all over the case it appears to be a
missing lapd narcotics detective apparently gone to the bad the rumours were that he had been
selling a new drug called black ice that had been infiltrating los angeles from the mexican
cartel the lapd are quick to declare the death a suicide but harry bosch is not so sure there are
odd mysteries and unexplained details from the crime scene which just don t add up fighting an
attraction to the detective s widow bosch starts his own maverick investigation which soon leads
him over the borders and into a dangerous world of shifting identities police politics and deadly
corruption

The Black Ice 2010-02-25
from the bestselling author of the lincoln lawyer and the gods of guilt when lapd detective harry
bosch shot and killed norman church the dollmaker the police were convinced it marked the end of
the search for one of the city s most bizarre serial killers but four years later norman church s
widow is taking bosch to court accusing him of killing the wrong man to make matters worse bosch
has just received a note eerily reminiscent of the ones the dollmaker used to taunt him with
giving him a location where a body can be found is the dollmaker still alive or is this the work
of a vicious copycat killer determined to repeat the dollmaker s grisly feats and destroy bosch s
career in the process

The Concrete Blonde 2009-12-23
a lawyer is found murdered on the eve of a landmark trial at the foot of angels flight in the
heart of downtown los angeles the superb sixth harry bosch novel from the award winning no 1
bestselling author bosch tv starts february 2015 harry bosch finds himself yet again in charge of
a case that no one else will touch this time his job is to nail the killer of hot shot black
lawyer howard elias elias has been found murdered on the eve of going to court on behalf of
michael harris a man the lapd believes guilty of the rape and murder of a twelve year old girl
elias had let it be known that the aim of his civil case was not only to reveal the real killer
but to target and bring down the racist cops who beat up his client during a violent
interrogation now it s all down to bosch and he s got to take a long hard look at some of his
colleagues in a police department that is rife with suspicion and hatred

Angels Flight 2009-12-23
the outstanding eighth harry bosch thriller from the award winning no 1 bestselling author of the
lincoln lawyer city of bones is featured in amazon prime s bosch tv series when the bones of a
boy are found scattered in the hollywood hills harry bosch is drawn into a case that brings up
dark memories from his past unearthing hidden stories he finds the child s identity and
reconstructs his fractured life determined that he won t be forgotten at the same time a new love
affair with a female cop begins to blossom until a stunningly blown mission leaves him in more
trouble than ever before the investigation races to a shocking conclusion and leaves bosch on the
brink of an unimaginable decision

Three great novels 2005
award winning no 1 bestselling author michael connelly s ninth bosch book hieronymus harry bosch
has retired from the los angeles police department but the discovery of a startling unsolved
murder among his old case files means he cannot rest until he finds the killer when he left the
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lapd bosch took a file with him the case of a production assistant murdered four years earlier
during a movie set robbery the lapd thinks the stolen money was used to finance a terrorist
training camp thoughts of the original murder victim were lost in the federal zeal and when bosch
decides to reinvestigate he quickly falls foul of both his old colleagues and the fbi when the
private investigation enables him to meet up with an old friend shadows from his past come back
to haunt him

City Of Bones 2009-12-23
go back to where it all began for lapd detective harry bosch star of amazon prime s bosch in his
first case the black echo a gripping action packed thriller lapd detective harry bosch is a loner
and a nighthawk one sunday he gets a call out on his pager a body has been found in a drainage
tunnel off mulholland drive hollywood at first sight it looks like a routine drugs overdose case
but the one new puncture wound amid the scars of old tracks leaves bosch unconvinced to make
matters worse harry bosch recognises the victim billy meadows was a fellow tunnel rat in vietnam
running against the vc and the fear they all used to call the black echo bosch believes he let
down billy meadows once before so now he is determined to bring the killer to justice

Lost Light 2009-12-23
may 1992 and after four lapd officers are acquitted following the savage beating of rodney king
los angeles is ablaze as looting and burning take over the city law and order are swept away in a
tidal wave of violence but under threat of their lives homicide detectives like harry bosch are
still stubbornly trying to do their job with no effective police presence on the streets murder
just got a whole lot easier and investigating them a whole lot harder when harry finds the body
of a female journalist in an alley he is forced to hand over the case to the riot crimes task
force knowing that it will never be solved twenty years later new evidence confirms her death was
not a case of random violence but something much more personal this time harry is determined that
the killer isn t going to escape even if it means stepping back into the darkest days of the city
he loves

The Black Echo 2012-07-19
in this tense thriller and 1 new york times bestseller detective harry bosch teams up with
lincoln lawyer mickey haller to track down a killer who just might find them first wall street
journal detective harry bosch has retired from the lapd but his half brother defense attorney
mickey haller needs his help a woman has been brutally murdered in her bed and all evidence
points to haller s client a former gang member turned family man though the murder rap seems
ironclad mickey is sure it s a setup bosch doesn t want anything to do with crossing the aisle to
work for the defense he feels it will undo all the good he s done in his thirty years as a
homicide cop but mickey promises to let the chips fall where they may if harry proves that his
client did it under the rules of discovery they are obliged to turn over the evidence to the
prosecution though it goes against all his instincts bosch reluctantly takes the case the
prosecution s file just has too many holes and he has to find out for himself if haller s client
didn t do it then who did with the secret help of his former lapd partner lucy soto harry starts
digging soon his investigation leads him inside the police department where he realizes that the
killer he s been tracking has also been tracking him thrilling fast paced and impossible to put
down the crossing shows without a shadow of doubt that connelly is a master of building suspense
wall street journal

The Black Box 2012-11-22
the epic conclusion to the long awaited trilogy featuring one of the most beloved characters in
all of fantasy drizzt do urden a rollicking tale of life death intrigue magic danger and the
timeless bonds of family and friendship from new york times bestselling author r a salvatore
displaced in time and unexpectedly reunited with his son drizzt do urden zaknafein has overcome
the prejudices ingrained in him as a drow warrior to help his son battle the ambitious spider
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queen and stem the tide of darkness that has been unleashed upon the forgotten realms though
zaknafein has endured the most difficult battles survival has come at a terrible cost and the
fight is far from over facing demons and driders zaknafein carries the entire weight of
menzoberranzan surrounding gauntlgym on his shoulders once more but the chances of survival for
him and his old friend and mercenary jarlaxle look bleak trapped in a desperate and seemingly
hopeless situation the legendary warriors must reach deep inside themselves to face the
impossible while the burdens zaknafein bears are more than enough for one of menzoberrazan s
greatest warriors fate holds further challenges when circumstances take an unexpected turn
zaknafein discovers he must not only conquer the darkness but learn to accept the uncontrollable
life itself the stakes have never been higher for r a salvatore s most beloved creations in this
final volume of his latest bestselling trilogy begun with timeless and boundless a story of brave
heroes filled with dangerous thrills relentless also considers eternal questions about morality
purpose sacrifice and the definition of harmony exciting imaginative and thought provoking it
takes fans on an action packed ride that will challenge their assumptions and leave them
breathless and satisfied

The Crossing 2015-11-03
a superb natural storyteller lee child the black echo lapd detective harry bosch is a loner and a
nighthawk one sunday he gets a call out on his pager a body has been found in a drainage tunnel
off mulholland drive hollywood at first sight it looks like a routine drugs overdose case but the
one new puncture wound amid the scars of old tracks leaves bosch unconvinced to make matters
worse harry bosch recognises the victim billy meadows was a fellow tunnel rat in vietnam running
against the vc and the fear they all used to call the black echo bosch believes he let down billy
meadows once before so now he is determined to bring the killer to justice the black ice when a
body is found in a hotel room reporters are soon all over the case it appears to be a missing
lapd narcotics detective apparently gone to the bad the rumours were that he had been selling a
new drug called black ice that had been infiltrating los angeles from the mexican cartel the lapd
are quick to declare the death a suicide but harry bosch is not so sure there are odd mysteries
and unexplained details from the crime scene which just don t add up fighting an attraction to
the detective s widow bosch starts his own maverick investigation which soon leads him over the
borders and into a dangerous world of shifting identities police politics and deadly corruption
the concrete blonde when lapd detective harry bosch shot and killed norman church the dollmaker
the police were convinced it marked the end of the search for one of the city s most bizarre
serial killers but four years later norman church s widow is taking bosch to court accusing him
of killing the wrong man to make matters worse bosch has just received a note eerily reminiscent
of the ones the dollmaker used to taunt him with giving him a location where a body can be found
is the dollmaker still alive or is this the work of a vicious copycat killer determined to repeat
the dollmaker s grisly feats and destroy bosch s career in the process

Relentless 2020-07-28
after what seems like a routine murder investigation lapd detective harry bosch finds himself in
hong kong facing the highest stakes case of his life bringing his kidnapped daughter home fortune
liquors is a small shop in a tough south l a neighborhood a store bosch has known for years the
murder of john li the store s owner hits bosch hard and he promises li s family that he ll find
the killer the world bosch steps into next is unknown territory he brings in a detective from the
asian gang unit for help with translation not just of languages but also of the cultural norms
and expectations that guided li s life he uncovers a link to a hong kong triad a lethal and far
reaching crime ring that follows many immigrants to their new lives in the u s and instantly his
world explodes the one good thing in bosch s life the person he holds most dear is taken from him
and bosch travels to hong kong in an all or nothing bid to regain what he s lost in a place known
as nine dragons as the city s hungry ghosts festival burns around him bosch puts aside everything
he knows and risks everything he has in a desperate bid to outmatch the triad s ferocity
featuring ebook bonus materials including an in depth interview with the author about writing
nine dragons photos from his exciting travels while writing the book and a link to an online
promotional video endfragment
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Introducing Harry Bosch 2020-10-22
harry bosch is back at the lapd in homicide after disciplinary leave but his first case proves to
be one of the most difficult in the wooded hills overlooking the hollywood bowl he opens the
trunk of a white rolls royce and finds a corpse it looks like a simple case of trunk music the
execution style of the mafia where the victim is shot in his own vehicle but the victim is la
movie producer tony aliso and the mob weren t the only ones after him bosch finds himself up
against the fbi and back in the arms of a beautiful ex felon it s starting to look like harry s
first case back in homicide is in danger of being his last

Nine Dragons 2009-10-13
a two in one this volume includes the last coyote in which suspended lapd homicide detective
harry bosch investigates the unsolved murder of his mother and trunk music which finds harry
returning to the force to investigate the murder of a movie producer with mafia ties

Trunk Music 2009-12-23
in a city of a million tales detective bosch reads those written in blood fourteen crime novels
from bestseller michael connelly connelly is a crime writing genius independent on sunday
contains the black echo the black ice the concrete blonde the last coyote trunk music angels
flight a darkness more than night city of bones lost light the narrows the closers echo park the
overlook nine dragons

The Last Coyote/Trunk Music 2005-10-01
murder and glamour set in the ambiguous and claustrophobic world of an exclusive new england prep
school

Michael Connelly - The Harry Bosch Collection (ebook) 2011-12-15
the story of true innocents caught up in the machinery of war exquisitely researched beautifully
told this tiny corner of scotland came alive for me in all of my senses and i found myself
rooting for the central characters with all my heart mary beth keane author of ask again yes in
the dark days of world war ii an unlikely romance blossoms between a scottish woman and an
italian prisoner of war in this haunting novel with the emotional complexity of the boat runner
and all the light we cannot see a powerful and atmospheric story of love jealousy and conscience
that illuminates the beauty of the human spirit from the author of the glass woman in the wake of
the allies victory in north africa 1 000 italian soldiers have been sent to a remote island off
the scottish coast to wait out the war their arrival has divided the island s community nerves
frayed from three years of war and the constant threat of invasion many locals fear the enemy
prisoners and do not want them there where their neighbors see bloodthirsty enemies however
orphaned sisters dorothy and constance see sick and wounded men unused to the freezing cold of an
orkney winter and volunteer to nurse them while doing so dorothy finds herself immediately drawn
to cesare a young man broken by the horrors of battle but as the war drags on tensions between
the islanders and the outsiders deepen and dorothy s connection to cesare threatens the bond she
shares with constance since the loss of their parents the sisters have relied on each other now
their loyalty will be tested each forced to weigh duty against desire until one fateful evening a
choice must be made one that that will have devastating consequences

Dark Rooms 2015-06-04
an execution on the overlook above the mulholland dam entangles bosch with fbi agent rachel
walling and homeland security the brilliant thirteenth harry bosch novel from the award winning
no 1 bestselling author when a physicist is murdered in la it seems the killer has no fear of
publicity leaving the body on the mulholland overlook a site with a stunning view over the city
and when it s discovered that the victim turned over a quantity of a lethal chemical to his
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killer before he died harry knows he has more than just a single death to worry about alongside
the forces of homeland security harry realises he must solve the murder or face unimaginable
consequences

The Metal Heart 2021-06-08
for the first time in one volume the three novels that take harry bosch through his most perilous
cases yet and to the edge of the abyss a darkness more than night it was a case some cops could
live with the torture and killing of a man who spread horrors of his own former fbi profiler
terry mccaleb is called in to decipher the grisly crime scene shockingly the suspect he pinpoints
is lapd detective harry bosch but while bosch may have had a good reason to commit murder he has
an even better one for staying alive and for finding a suspect of his own city of bones a dog
finds a bone in the hollywood hills and unearths a murder committed more than twenty years
earlier it s a cold case but bosch can t let it go as the investigation takes him deeper into the
past a beautiful rookie cop brings him alive in the present until a stunningly blown mission and
a brutal showdown leave bosch on the brink of an unimaginable decision lost light for years the
unsolved murder of angella benton has haunted him bosch was taken off the young production
assistant s case when her death was linked with the violent theft of two million dollars from a
movie set both files were never closed now retired from the lapd bosch is determined to find
justice for angella and even in the faces of a powerful and ruthless opponent he will not back
down with or without a badge together these three riveting relentlessly paced novels take us even
deeper into the complex hero usa today has called one of the most fascinating characters in the
mystery world and show once more that michael connelly is the most talented of crime writers the
new yorker

The Overlook 2009-03-12
soon to be a cbs tv series the 1 bestselling legal thriller has charismatic defense attorney
mickey haller taking on a slam dunk court case involving a beverly hills playboy but as it
spirals into a nightmare he finds himself in a fight for his life mickey haller is a lincoln
lawyer a criminal defense attorney who operates out of the backseat of his lincoln town car
traveling between the far flung courthouses of los angeles to defend clients of every kind bikers
con artists drunk drivers drug dealers they re all on mickey haller s client list for him the law
is rarely about guilt or innocence it s about negotiation and manipulation sometimes it s even
about justice a beverly hills playboy arrested for attacking a woman he picked up in a bar
chooses haller to defend him and mickey has his first high paying client in years it is a defense
attorney s dream what they call a franchise case and as the evidence stacks up haller comes to
believe this may be the easiest case of his career then someone close to him is murdered and
haller discovers that his search for innocence has brought him face to face with evil as pure as
a flame to escape without being burned he must deploy every tactic feint and instinct in his
arsenal this time to save his own life

The Harry Bosch Novels, Volume 3 2010-11-03
in dust to dust tami hoag bestselling author of a thin dark line returns with the second gripping
thriller in the kovac and liska series can the detective duo uncover the truth behind a
suspicious death when someone at the top wants it to stay dead and buried the death of internal
affairs investigator andy paxton is a potential political bomb for the minneapolis police
department paxton was investigating a possible cop connection in the brutal murder of another
officer the pressure is on from the top brass to close the case as soon as possible but sam kovac
is not convinced the case is as straightforward as it appears as he digs deeper it is looking
very much like paxton discovered something that got him killed and he might not be the final
victim new york times bestseller tami hoag takes the reader behind the picket fences of small
town america she finds the most gruesome killers and twisted predators gripping to the end and
full of tension and suspense watch out for the next title in the kovac and liska crime thriller
series the haas family murders left a scar on the community nothing can erase but convicting the
alleged killer karl dahl is a start only judge carey moore seems to be standing in the way her
ruling that dahl s prior criminal record is inadmissible as evidence against him raises a public
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outcry and puts the judge in grave danger when an unknown assailant attacks carey moore in a
parking garage detectives sam kovac and nikki liska are called in to investigate and keep the
judge from further harm dead sky is the next gripping thriller in the series

The Lincoln Lawyer 2022-08-23
an lapd homicide detective must choose between justice and vengeance as he teams up with the fbi
in the first novel of the thrilling harry bosch series new york times book review for maverick
lapd homicide detective harry bosch the body in the drainpipe at mulholland dam is more than
another anonymous statistic this one is personal because the murdered man was a fellow vietnam
tunnel rat who had fought side by side with him in a hellish underground war now bosch is about
to relive the horror of nam from a dangerous maze of blind alleys to a daring criminal heist
beneath the city his survival instincts will once again be tested to their limit pitted against
enemies inside his own department and forced to make the agonizing choice between justice and
vengeance bosch goes on the hunt for a killer whose true face will shock him

Dust To Dust 2010-12-30
would you risk your life for a woman you ve never met a thriller about a simple wrong number that
opens a line into terror from the award winning no 1 bestselling author henry pierce has a whole
new life new apartment new telephone new number when he checks his machine he discovers messages
for a woman named lilly and she is in some kind of serious trouble pierce is inexorably drawn
into lilly s world and it s unlike any world he s ever known it is a night time world of escort
services websites sex and secret identities pierce tumbles through a hole abandoning his orderly
life in a frantic race to save the life of a woman he has never met pierce traces lilly s last
days but every step into her past takes him deeper into a web of inescapable intricacy and a
decision that could cost him everything he owns and holds dear

The Black Echo 2017-04-25
from michael connelly s first career as a prize winning crime reporter comes this collection of
the gripping true stories that have inspired and informed his novels

Chasing The Dime 2009-12-23
new york times bestselling author michael connelly writes novels of brilliantly original suspense
in this electrifying tour de force he takes us into a world of extremes too much criminality too
much money and too many ways to die in l a cassie black is another beautiful woman in a porsche
except cassie just did six years in prison and still has outlaw juice flowing in her veins now
cassie is returning to her old profession taking down a money man in vegas but the perfect heist
goes very wrong and suddenly cassie is on the run with a near psychotic vegas fixer killing
everyone who knew about the job between cassie and the man hunting her are a few last secrets
like who really set up the job why cassie had to take the change and how in the end it might all
be a matter of the moon

Crime Beat 2014-05-10
private investigator harry bosch confronts a villain who s long been in hiding a friend known as
the poet

Void Moon 2001-01-01
lapd detective harry bosch in a modern thriller from no 1 bestseller michael connelly author of
the lincoln lawyer and angels flight in 1993 homicide detective harry bosch was assigned the case
of a missing person marie gesto the young woman was never found dead or alive and the case has
haunted bosch ever since thirteen years later bosch is back in the open unsolved crimes unit when
he gets a call from the da s office a man accused of two killings is willing to confess to
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several other murders in a deal to avoid the death penalty one of his victims he says is marie
gesto when investigating these previously unsolved crimes bosch begins to crack when he realises
that he and his partner missed a clue that could have prevented the serial killer striking again

The Narrows 2009
he s back private investigator harry bosch confronts a villain who s long been in hiding a fiend
known as the poet former fbi agent rachel walling is working a dead end stint in south dakota
when she gets the call she s been dreading for four years the poet is back and he has not
forgotten rachel he has a special present for her harry bosch is adjusting to life in las vegas
as a private investigator and a new father he gets a call too from the widow of a friend who died
recently previously in his fbi career the friend worked on the famous case tracking the killer
known as the poet this fact alone makes some of the elements of his death doubly suspicious and
harry bosch is heading straight into the path of the most ruthless and inventive murderer he has
ever encountered

Echo Park 2009-12-23
lapd detective harry bosch tackles three tough cases that span a legendary career in this never
before collected trio of stories in christmas even the case of a burglar killed in mid heist
leads bosch to retrace a link to his past in father s day bosch investigates a young boy s
seemingly accidental death and confronts his own fears as a father in angle of investigation
bosch delves into one of the first homicides he ever worked back as a uniformed rookie patrolman
a case that was left unsolved for decades together these gripping stories span bosch s
controversial career at the lapd and show the evolution of the haunted legendary investigator he
would become utterly unputdownable they are proof that connelly never stops doling out the
suspense once it grabs you in those first few pages it won t let go of you boston globe

The Narrows 2009-12-23

Angle of Investigation 2011-11-01
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